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Assignment!type:! Paper!topic:! Number!of!drafts:"Research"paper" Andy"Warhol" 1"Research"paper" Civil"rights"movement/Plessy"v."Ferguson"case" 1"Research"paper" Racism" 3"Informative"essay" History"of"The"Boston"Church" 1""Ms."Frame"and"I"made"initial"contact"through"email,"and"we"negotiated"how"to"collect"and"send"me"comment"data"through"email"as"well."Ms."Frame"decided"that"the"best"way"for"her"to"send"me"data"would"be"to"collect"hard"copies"of"student"work,"remove"identifiers,"and"then"leave"the"copies"of""the"work"in"the"school"office"for"me"to"pick"up."After"collecting"assignments"through"the"Fall"2013"semester,"Ms."Frame"emailed"me"in"late"November"to"let"me"know"that"there"was"a"folder"of"data"for"me"in"the"school"office."This"was"the"only"time"I"collected"data"from"Ms."Frame."Although"I"had"initially"planned"on"collecting"more"data"in"Spring"2014,"an"increase"in"the"busyness"of"Ms."Frame’s"schedule"prevented"additional"collection."Even"though"Ms."Frame"sent"me"data"only"once,"I"was"able"to"collect"a"greater"number"of"papers—16"total—from"her"than"Ms."Edwards."The"following"table"summarizes"these"papers:"""""
35""Table"3.4"Ms.$Frame’s$writing$assignments"
Assignment!type:! Paper!topic:! Number!of!drafts:"Essay" Themes"in"Wuthering$
Heights" 4"Research"paper" Themes"in"Of$Mice$and$











































































































Text! Nurture" Nature"vs."Nuture""<paper"title>"" run`on" Lennie"never"meant"to"put"them"in"bad"situations,"he"just"couldn’t"control"himself."













focused!comments!Ms."Edwards" `text:"""""!72%"`student:"28%" `content:"""""""54%"`correctness:"46%"Ms."Frame" `text:""""""76%"`student:"24%" `content:"""""""43%"`correctness:"57%""" Although"each"teacher"had"a"similar"ideational"focus"on"text,"the"data"reveal"that,"overall,"Ms."Edwards"was"more"balanced"in"the"types"of"comment"she"chose."This"becomes"more"apparent"when"one"looks"at"the"types"of"comment"pairs"realized"by"each"teacher:""
68""Table"4.5"Overview$of$comment$pair$realizations$by$teacher"
























comments)!Ms."Frame" 0%" `obligation:"<1%"Ms."Edwards" `probability:"4%"`usuality:""""<1%" `obligation:"16%"`inclination:"<1%""" Mood!choice.!Each"comment"was"analyzed"for"mood"using"the"categories"of"imperative,"interrogative,"and"declarative."The"only"comments"not"analyzed"for"
74""mood"were"those"that"involved"a"correction"for"a"spelling"error"or"word"choice"as"these"comments"were"typically"just"single"words,"and"thus"had"no"mood."Since"these"categories"are"well"known"from"traditional"grammar,"examples"illustrating"them"will"not"be"given."The"following"table,"however,"will"provide"a"break"down"of"each"teacher’s"mood"choice"by"percentage"of"total"comments:"Table"4.9"Teacher$participant$mood$choices"
































speech!function! percentage!statement" 18%"question" 9%"offer" 0%"
80""command" 73%""As"shown"in"this"table,"Ms."Edwards"uses"commands"as"well"as"questions"more"frequently"than"Ms."Frame."In"Chapter"5"the"implications"of"these"patterns"will"be"discussed"in"more"detail."4.3"LCT"Analyses""
! Specialization."The"comments"of"each"teacher"were"analyzed"as"Specialization"codes"that"help"to"construct"and"legitimate"particular"views"of"writers"and"writing."The"comments"were"labeled"as"either"a"“knowledge"code”—where"possession"of"specific"knowledge"about"writing"is"emphasized—or"a"“knower"code”—where"the"ability"of"the"student"to"either"correctly"or"incorrectly"achieve"something"as"a"writer"is"in"focus."As"with"the"other"types"of"analyses,"the"results"from"each"teacher"were"different;"suggesting"that"they"view"writing"and"writing"instruction"in"fundamentally"different"ways."Ms."Edwards"was"more"“knower”"focused"in"her"commenting:"Table"4.16"Specialization$codes$in$Ms.$Edwards’$comments$by$percentage"
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